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Abstract

Atrial fibrillation is a common type of arrhythmia, which can lead to vascular embolism and ischemic stroke in patients. Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation (NVAF) is the main type of Atrial Fibrillation (AF), and thrombosis is mainly found in the left atrial appendage. Left atrial appendage closure can effectively reduce the risk of thrombosis in the left atrial appendage entering cerebral circulation. The effectiveness of left atrial appendage closure still needs to be confirmed by high-quality clinical studies. In addition, the occlusives should be upgraded to meet clinical needs. Preoperative and postoperative procedures of left atrial appendage closure still need to be improved. This article reviews the progress in the prevention of ischemic stroke in patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation (NVAF) by left atrial appendage closure, and gives main points remain to be solved and discussed for LAAC applications.
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Introduction

Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is a common type of arrhythmia, which can be divided into valvular AF and non-valvular AF according to the presence or absence of valvular lesions. AF causes irregular atrial contraction, leading to atrial blood stasis, and then the formation of thrombus. The thrombus that is easy to detach is easy to block the cerebrovascular, resulting in ischemic stroke. These conditions are more likely to occur in patients with non-valvular AF. Non-valvular AF accounts for approximately 75% of AF, and 90% of the thrombus is from the left atrial appendage. It has been reported that the risk of ischemic stroke in patients with NVAF is 2 to 7 times that of the normal population [1]. Therefore, it is very important to prevent ischemic stroke in patients with NVAF. Oral anticoagulants are the main strategy for the prevention of ischemic stroke, but it is difficult to be widely used due to limited patient compliance and many contraindications to this therapy [2]. Percutaneous Left Atrial Appendage Closure (LAAC) has recently been viewed as an effective alternative to anticoagulant therapy in some patients with non-valvular AF. LAAC can prevent the thrombus in the left atrial appendage from entering the blood circulation and reduce the risk of ischemic stroke [3]. However, there are concerns that the clinical trial evidence supporting the use of LAAC is limited and that the procedure has some problems that need to be improved [4]. This article reviews the research progress of LAAC in preventing ischemic stroke in patients with non-valvular AF, and gives main points remain to be solved and discussed for LAAC applications.

Effectiveness of LAAC in the prevention of ischemic stroke in patients with nonvalvular AF

LAAC by the American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology/Heart Rhythm Society guidelines identified for the management of patients with nonvalvular AF II b level recommendation, in 2018 China’s diagnosis and treatment of AF guidelines also recommend LAAC applies to have contraindications to oral anticoagulants treatment for a long time, people at high risk for thromboembolic, anticoagulant drugs is still based on the patients with thromboembolic [5,6]. The safety of LAAC has been supported by a large number of literatures, but its superior efficacy over anticoagulants remains to be supported and verified by clinical studies. A RCT study, Project AF, showed that the LAAC group had lower incidence of stroke, cardiovascular death and embolism than the warfarin group [7]. However, in addition to a meta-analysis of another
RCT study, patients receiving LAAC or oral warfarin did not have a significant difference in the incidence of final stroke or embolism. Patients receiving LAAC had significantly lower rates of hemorrhagic stroke, cardiovascular event/unexplained death, and higher rates of ischemic stroke compared with warfarin [8]. In addition, there have been no studies comparing LAAC with an anticoagulant that is safer and has a lower risk of hemorrhagic stroke than warfarin. To address these issues, Champion and Catalyst, two RCT studies that will include more than 5,000 people, will again compare LAAC with oral anticoagulants to provide a higher level of evidence.

Anatomical limitations restrain LAAC and occluder progression

The left atrial appendage is the residual accessory structure of the original left atrium in the embryonic period, located between the left superior pulmonary vein and the free wall of the left ventricle, with great variation in size, shape, direction and lobulation, leading to the fact that the left atrial appendage may not be effectively sealed by the occlusion device in practical operation. There are 20% to 40% LAAC surgeries without complete occlusion of the left atrial appendage, and limited data on the prognostic effect of incomplete LAAC. It has been reported that 10% to 20% of patients with incomplete occlusion will also suffer from ischemic stroke or embolism [9]. In the Project AF trial, no association between incomplete LAAC and subsequent ischemic events was observed, but this was most likely due to the short follow-up time and the low overall incidence of ischemic events in the cohort. In addition, several studies have documented the use of coils and other methods to close the incomplete leakage after LAAC due to anatomic variation, but there is still a lack of long-term efficacy data to confirm the effectiveness of these methods [10,11]. As for the limitation of LAAC caused by the anatomical variation of the left atrial appendage, the hope of solving the problem is to rely on more advanced equipment to make up for it. The newly developed LAMBRE LAAC device from Shenzhen Life tech has two designs to meet the requirements of single and multi-lobed left atrial appendage occlusion. In addition, the second generation Watchman FLX device enhanced the sealing ability of the plugging device, achieving complete plugging in 92.6% of the cohort of patients in the Pinnacle FLX trial [12]. However, multiple plug devices with different jacket shapes can introduce additional operational complexity and potential hazards to the LAAC. In summary, the ideal occluder should be easy to operate, not overly dependent on operator experience, and able to cope with structural variations in the left atrial appendage.

Intrusiveness and procedures of LAAC

In the past, intraoperative transesophageal ultrasound was used to monitor LAAC. In most cases, it is recommended that patients receive preoperative transesophageal ultrasound to observe the structure of the left atrial appendage and evaluate the occluder and its completions. It is also recommended that transesophageal ultrasound should be performed 45 days after surgery and 1 year after surgery to observe whether the thrombus and the device are completely occluded. But such complex and relatively invasive procedures are not well accepted in elderly or infirm patients. Therefore, some new methods have been proposed. Some studies have found that compared with transesophageal ultrasound, CT scan more accurately display the anatomical structure of the patient’s left atrial appendage, thus supporting the wider use of CT for evaluation [13]. In addition, compared with transesophageal ultrasound, the incidence of intraoperative problems, duration of surgery, and hospitalization cost of LAAC of the two methods are similar, but the aerosol procedure is subtracted, which is more suitable for hospital health needs in the post-COVID-2019 epidemic era [14]. Considering that a significant number of patients receiving transcatheter aortic valve implantation, mitral valve repair, or pulmonary vein dissection have nonvalvular AF and often have relative contraindications to oral antithrombotic agents, the combination of these procedures with LAAC, where appropriate, may further reduce the burden and risk of repeat surgery and imaging studies in these patients [15]. Several studies are also being conducted abroad to assess the safety and effectiveness of the combined procedure.

Adjuvant anticoagulation therapy after LAAC

Some patients receiving LAAC have contraindications to long-term oral anticoagulants, and there is no consensus on whether to anticoagulant or the optimal anticoagulant treatment strategy after LAAC. The most commonly used anticoagulant strategies were aspirin and clopidogrel. Warfarin needs to be used at least 45 days after the plug is implanted, according to the Watchman manufacturer. Warfarin can be discontinued if follow-up imaging shows no major leaks around the device and no device-related clots. For patients who are contraindicated to oral anticoagulants, continuing or restarting anticoagulant therapy is inherently risky, which poses a major challenge in the clinical practice of LAAC. A European study showed that the use of antiplatelet agents after LAAC was not associated with adverse events [16]. The European Heart Rate Society and European Society for Percutaneous Cardiovascular Intervention 2019 expert consensus on left atrial appendage occlusion recommends that for patients with low bleeding risk, oral warfarin should be discontinued 45 days after LAAC and clopidogrel should be taken orally for another 6 months. Warfarin is not recommended for patients with high blood risk, and new oral anticoagulants can be considered [17]. In conclusion, adjuvant anticoagulant drugs after LAAC are still in urgent need of progress and guidance in clinical practice.

Conclusion

LAAC is an effective method to prevent ischemic stroke in patients with non-valvular AF, but there is a lack of large-sample, high-quality, prospective randomized controlled clinical trials to support the use of LAAC. Current randomized clinical trials are also insufficient to show that LAAC is more effective than oral warfarin. In addition, in the Project-AF and PREVAIL trials, patients who had contraindications to oral warfarin were excluded, and the guidelines directed patients with such a condition to receive LAAC, which resulted in a conflict between the clinical trial results and the guidelines [18]. Since LAAC is considered an alternative to oral anticoagulants, randomized controlled trials comparing LAAC with novel oral anticoagulants are urgently needed. In addition, due to the structural variation of the individual left atrial appendage, there is an urgent need for an occlusion device that can better meet the clinical needs. At the same time, the optimal time to start and stop oral anticoagulants after LAAC is still controversial and needs further study.
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